
Debt Truth One 
The World’s financial structure is broken beyond repair.  This fact is a no brainer because if the bankers could fix their problem they would so 
they can keep what they stole by COMMERCIAL SLAVERY.  

1.  No one may be bound by another to another for a debt never agreed to. 
2.  No debtor can be held liable for a debt without a writing duly signed. 
3.  When politicians and bankers commit to a debt they are the only ones liable for the debt. 

HOW MANY OF WE THE PEOPLE’S PROBLEMS ARE SOLVED BY HAVING A CLEAN, TRANSPARENT, RESPONSIBLE 
MONEY, BANK, TRADE, FINANCE SYSTEM? 

Ask yourself the following questions and find out where the solutions begin and think how much more beautiful our lives would be without these 
corruptions. 
How many bankers or banks could survive in a clean money system? 
How many corrupt politicians could hold office in a transparent, clean money system? 
How many crooked judges operating kangaroo courts could survive a responsible, transparent, clean money system that only paid for honest, 
lawful performance? 

It is no brainer time again isn’t it?  The answers to the above are obvious aren’t they? 
See if you agree with the following statements; 
There are only two assets on the planet:  

1. Raw materials that come from the Earth which none of us created, 
2. Labor to turn the raw materials into products including the thought labor to figure out how to use the raw materials. 

All money, bank, trade, finance systems are labor management tools only, nothing more! 
THEREFORE:  Labor, that energy produced by individual people, is the core essential asset for all money systems. Now The Big Question! 

Do you own your own labor? 
When you know you own your own labor does that mean you are the creditor to the world’s money, bank, trade, finance systems mismanaging 
your labor? 
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